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The use of rnicrowave radiation for active imaging of bio-
·logical bodies is a relatively new field of research. Systems 
using linear or planar arrays of antennas have been developed 
- in the past, in conjuction with inverse diffraction algorithms 
a based on such geornetries, (Ch. Pichot et al., IEEE on Ant. 
~ C Prop., AP-33 No. 4, 416-425). Recently the use of a cylindri 
~cal array was proposed, . (L. Jofre et al . , 16th Eu~ Mic~ Con! 
1986, 599-604), and sorne simulated results and preliminary ex-
-perimental work were presented. 
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The paper will present a cylindrical system working at 
2.45 GHz for biomedical applications. The biological object is 
- inmersed in water in the near field of a 64 elements cylindri-
- cal array. The object is sequentially iluminated by one of the 
-probes and the scattered field is measured in the rernaining 
_elements of the array and stored. The data is processed by a 
very fast algorithrn developed for cylindrical . geometries_using 
-FFT t~chniquesI and an image of a slice of the object O(r} = 
-1- E{r)/E0 is obtained. The limitations of the algorithrn due 
., to high contrast objects and _lossy media w~ll be discuss.ed. 
At present we are tmproving the performance of the micro-
-wave system, and investigatinq new inverse algorithms. Our 
_goal is to obtain a resolution of 7mrn and a · sensitivity capa-
ble to detect temperature changes of 1 °c in ;the biological ti_. . 
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